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Open Source Software Liferay Solutions

E-Banking Account and MQ File System

This ‘s an Academic Mindtrek Conference 2014 study work and there  is provided an overview of the Java Message

Service (JMS) with core banking system and offers the basics for understand programs that use it. This study is for CIS

center manager PhD Jyrki Nummenmaa, researcher Eleni Berki SQM Software Quality Management Manager.

Author: PhD Prof Jyrki Nummenmaa CIS Manager, Eleni Berki, Researcher SQM 2014

Manager, Jyrki Hemming PhD studier, Research School Of UTA.

Abstract

Internet banking enables customers to save time, take control of their personal finances and

even help the environment by opting to receive electronic statements.  For Internet banking

users,  online  banking  services  is  the  third  most  important  driver  of  financial  institution

selection, falling just behind rates and fees, and also for better customer services.  These days,

it’s  not good enough to simply offer online banking services,  however.  To maintain existing

customers and attract new ones, financial institutions need to keep their offerings up to date

with the latest features. As the world becomes more global one it will be changed by paperless

systems. The idea of a cashless society is the hope of the future. Thus more innovations will still

evolve which will make cashless transactions easily accessible and affordable.

Technology has had a remarkable influence on the growth of service. In the context of the

above perspective, the paper will make an attempt to analyze the evolving sphere of Internet

banking  and  the  innovations  both  technological  and  conceptual  which  are  sweeping  the

financial services industry in North of Europe, and in the context of the changes that are taking

place in this sector across the Europe and world. 

If the flow of information could be improved, more efficient at the same time the company's

operations. Portals offer a solution to the flow of information problem. The aim of the thesis

was to investigate the suitability of Liferay's business environment. Early stages of research it



became clear quickly that Liferay is a very sophisticated Open-source project, which has a lot to

the portal market.

Corporate Environmental compatibility was solved by using the research objectives, which

aim was to investigate the ability of Liferay cope with the targets set. All Liferay performed in all

the research objectives set out in an excellent manner. Although Liferay appearance of a new

control panel still needs finishing, it fulfilled its set the most important task, the maintenance of

a clear and simple.

On the other hand Liferay's user management is not the clearest and easiest to reach. In

general, information systems management is built  on a user by user role, and the grouping

model.  Liferay  user  management  is  implemented  by  using  organizations,  which   can  be

connected to communities, which can also actin dependently. Communities and organizations

connected  to  users  who  have  different  roles.  Roles  are  much  more:  is  an  organization,

community and user roles. When all roles and user groups combined can be a complex user

management  hierarchy,  which  can  be  Liferay  advantag  or  weakness,  depending  on  the

environment.

Problems in the study resulted in the limited research environment and there’s has not a

good  documentation  and  UML  models  missing,  fault  or  not  so  systematic  made  for  this

application solution. There were a lot of functions, which have not been  tested in practice.

Functions  that  were  not  possible  to  test  included  the  sinngle  sign  on,

integrationand customization.

Liferay development methods would also deserve their own section. Other notable problem

was the search function Liferay faulty operation. The search function did not take enough into

account the effective content restrictions.

As  a  result,  the  search  seemed to  prohibited  content,  and  at  the  same time formed a

security problem. Liferay problems were the lack of documentation and performance problems.

These problems must be prepared.

Liferay should be reserved for powerful enough for the server. Efficient server need to be

studied along with techniques for Liferay's performance can be improved. Liferay's performance

is  not  optimized for  this  thesis.  Documentation problems in  turn,  make  it  difficult  to  test.

Documentation of problems because developers can to go to a lot of time understanding the

structure of Liferay, and it will develop their own portlets can take a long time.



While electronic banking can provide a number of benefits for customers and new business

opportunities for banks, it exacerbates traditional banking risks. Even though considerable work

has been done in some countries in adapting banking and supervision regulations, continuous

vigilance and revisions will be essential as the scope of e-banking increases. In particular, there

is still a need to establish greater harmonization and coordination at the international level.

Moreover, the ease with which capital can potentially be moved between banks and across

borders  in  an  electronic  environment  creates  a  greater  sensitivity  to  economic  policy

management.  To  understand  the  impact  of  e-banking  on  the  conduct  of  economic  policy,

policymakers  need a solid  analytical  foundation.  Without one,  the markets will  provide the

answer, possibly at a high economic cost. Further research on policy-related issues in the period

ahead is therefore critical.

Account with Liferay Solutions

When creating  a class  to  model  the information for  a  savings  account  in  Java  with  Liferay

Solutions, a number of special considerations come into play. The most important of these is a

subtle weakness in the Java implementation of the float and double primitive data types that

causes them to occasionally return slightly inaccurate answers to arithmetic operations. These

inaccuracies, under most circumstances, would be trivial. However, when dealing with records

of currency, where small inaccuracies can add up to dramatic, and real world consequences

over time, they can become serious.

Here  has  been  created  a  Bank  Account  Application  that  will  allow  users  to  do  their

transactions. For this, user will have to enter all the required information like, name, account

number, account type and initial balance and using the switch case statement they can select

the type of transaction they want to do, and they get information regarding their balance also.

In  its  essence,  a  messaging  system  allows  separate,  uncoupled  applications  to  reliably

communicate  asynchronously.  The  messaging  system  architecture  generally  replaces  the

client/server model with a peer-to-peer relationship between individual components, where

each peer can send and receive messages to and from other peers. Messaging systems provide

a host of powerful advantages over other, more conventional distributed computing models.



Primarily,  they  encourage  "loose  coupling"  between  message  consumers  and  message

producers. 

There  is  a  high  degree  of  anonymity  between  producer  and  consumer:  to  the  message

consumer,  it  doesn't  matter who produced  the  message, where the  producer  lives  on the

network,  or when the  message  was  produced.  This  permits  dynamic,  reliable,  and  flexible

systems to be built,  whereby entire ensembles of sub-applications can be modified without

affecting the rest of the system.

Other  advantages  of  messaging  systems  include  high  scalability  just  a  commercial

implementations boast the ability to support tens of thousands of clients and tens of thousands

of  operations  per  second.  There  is  an  easy  integration  into  heterogeneous  networks  and

reliability due to lack of a single point of failure.

Because of the reliable and scalable nature of messaging systems, they are used to solve many

business and computing science problems.  For example, they are the basis  of  such diverse

applications as workflow, network management, communication services that’s are voice over

IP, voicemail, pager, email, customer care, weather forecasting, supply chain management, and

many  other  systems.  In  addition,  messaging  systems are  also invaluable  as  "glue"  to  bring

together the disparate systems that inevitably result from mergers and acquisitions.

MQ System Design

Messaging  systems  are  used  to  build  highly  reliable,  scalable,  and  flexible  distributed

applications. This article discusses messaging systems in general, providing an overview of their

features and types, and then the messaging systems are used to build highly reliable, scalable,

and  flexible  distributed  applications.  In  these  thesis  is  investigated  messaging  systems  in

general, providing an overview of their features and types, and then describes how developers

can  write  message-based  applications  using  Java  Message  Service  (JMS)  with  a  portal

application and finally in core banking system. Distributed applications are proliferating, as are a

host of previously unexplored problems of synchronization, reliability, scalability, and security. 

One  solution  is  a  Messaging  System  built  from  loosely  coupled  components

communicating  through  messages. Scribes  how  developers  can  write  message-based

applications using Java Message Service (JMS). Distributed applications are proliferating, as are



a host of previously unexplored problems of synchronization, reliability, scalability, and security.

One solution is  a Messaging System built  from loosely coupled components communicating

through messages. The Java Message Service (JMS) with core banking system and offers the

basics for understand programs that use it. JMS was developed by Sun Microsystems to provide

a way for Java programs to access an enterprise messaging system, also known as message

oriented middleware (MOM).  MOM provides  a mechanism for  integrating  applications  in  a

loosely  coupled,  flexible  manner  by  providing  asynchronous  delivery  of  data  between

applications in an indirect way through an intermediary. MQ JMS is a set of Java classes that

enables JMS applications using Web Sphere MQ as the messaging provider. 

The  JMS  API  is  an  open  standard  API  for  sending  and  receiving  messages.  In  order  to

illustrate a Web Service using Web Sphere MQ as the transport mechanism, it is necessary to

develop some sample business functionality in order to create the service to be exposed. The

main focus of this paper is the Web Banking Service infrastructure and MQ message service

functionality.  Therefore, the service functionality is deliberately kept simple. In this illustration,

two  simple  classes  are  created  to  mimic  some  basic  bank  account  functionality.  Figure  1

illustrates the classes. Note the following points pertaining to these classes:

_ getStatement returns a complex user-defined type

_ debit throws a BankOperationException

_ BankOperation contains accessor methods in order to enable serialization.

The Web service will need a number of JMS resources or managed objects to be defined in the

application server.  In Figure is the topology Liferay’s portal banking solution with Enterprise

Architecture EA 8.0 program.

Reply-to queue:  In order for this core banking system to work, the reply-to queue specified

in the request message has to exist in the MQ queue manager referenced by the Reply Queue

Connection Factory. Requests referencing the reply-to queue outside that Queue manager will

fail at response.

 JMS Listener Port: Used by the Web service to collect the SOAP/JMS request messages

from the request queue.

 The listener port is used by Glassfish Application Server runtime to pull  the request

queue to collect SOAP/JMS messages and pass it to activate the Web service.



 JMS Request Queue Connection Factory: Used by the listener port to connect to the

MQ queue manager that hosts the request MQ queue.

 JMS Request Queue: The JMS managed object that represents the request MQ queue.

It is used by the Web service to collect SOAP/JMS messages from the request queue. 

 JMS Reply Queue Connection Factory: Used by the Web service to connect to the MQ

queue manager that hosts the reply MQ queue. 

The Core Bank JMS transport queue actions are shown in fig.8.3 with Enterprise Architecture EA

8.0 program. The quest Queue Connection Factory: Used by the listener port to connect to the

MQ queue manager that hosts the request MQ queue. JMS Request Queue: The JMS managed

object that represents the request MQ queue. It is used by the Web service to collect SOAP/JMS

messages from the request queue. JMS Reply Queue Connection Factory: Used by the Web

service to connect to the MQ queue manager that hosts the reply MQ queue. The Core Bank

JMS transport queue actions are shown in fig.8.3 bellow with Enterprise Architecture EA 8.0

program.

Core Banking files system messages

The core  banking system sends one of  the three possible Request messages.  The message

contains a list of files to be uploaded from the core banking systems to the AOS web service. It

is delivered to a Liferay MQ queue and read by the MDB. There are two separate use cases for

the application in figure 1. 

Figure 1 program calls on the core banking system on Liferay.[Liferay solution]



After  a  couple  of  minutes  the  core  banking  system  will  send  the  corresponding  Response

message. This instructs the MDB to download a set of reply files for the previous Request from

the AOS web service and store them on the core banking system. The MDB use a method

(getFileList)  web service to check if  any files are available,  and they’ll  be downloaded, and

stored to the core of banking system. Once it is finished it informs the core banking systems for

the result by calling the reply function (ADDWIZERREPLY) program. The core banking system

sends a (FileListReq) message to the Message Driven Bean (MDB). The message contains search

criteria that the MDB use to query the AOS web service for files that match the criteria. The

MDB  informs  the  core  banking  system  of  the  list  of  matching  files  by  calling  the

ADDWIZERREPLY program call.

There is an investigating for consumer monitoring function in card management card solution

in e-bank web pages. There find out many messages files of transactions for payment method

and card applications orders. Those files find out messages date and timestamp for transaction

and card orders. There find out the payment default transactions text files.  Files

are named with transaction date, and they are loaded under the Glassfish server to a gemalto

consumer directory. 

It is best for system's security that all the order's data and payments messages have to save in

some tables of database. They are best stored there with a simple logical system. This payment

method class calling system as in hierarchy has been modified by Enterprise Architecture EA 8.0

program.

The Payment Method Facade of a Banking System

There is a payment system in core banking CBS solution where is an invoice class and calculate

the total of the amount payable but the requirement is such the amount calculation depends

on the type of customer and discount offer. Also over the time the offers and discount may

differ and may need to change the offer at run-time.  The service is based on the reference

number used in invoicing. The reference number is used to allocate the incoming payment in the

invoice’s accounts receivable. 

The service produces separate items from the reference payments and their corrections paid to

the invoice’s account.

• Entry date specific sums are on the bank statement. 



• The invoice updates the accounts receivable with these transactions. 

• The invoice agrees on the use of the service with the account holding bank. 

• Bank connection software is required to retrieve the data.

Now if have some special offer coming for the season sale all we need to do is add a new class

derived from method (Net Payable) and then add the necessary calculation logic  in  that

class and this  way we can have the new algorithm added dynamically.  Facade as the name

suggests means the face  of the building. The people walking past the road can only see this

glass face of the building. They do not know anything about it, the wiring, the pipes and other

complexities. The face hides all the complexities of the building and displays a friendly face. This

is how facade pattern is used. It hides the complexities of the system and provides an interface

to the client from where the client can access the system. In Java, the interface JDBC can be

called  a  facade.  We  as  users  or  clients  create  connection  using  the  “java.sql.Connection”

interface, the implementation of which we are not concerned about. The implementation is left

to the vendor of driver.

Let’s try and understand the facade pattern better using a simple  example. Let’s consider a

stored of money in account are savings. This store has a store keeper or account owner in

banking system. In the storage, there are a lot of things stored e.g. bank payments, account

money and money saved. You, as client want access to different saving and credits. You do not

know where the different accounts of money are stored. You just have access to store keeper

who knows his store well. 

Whatever there’s wanted, tell the store keepers and them takes it out of store and hands it

over to you on showing him the credentials. Here, the store keeper acts as the facade, as he

hides the complexities of the system paying facade. The system paying facade can very well be

an interface. This only returns money for some accounts. The Payment Facade is of a one type

as discussed earlier in this document. Money Accounts and PaymentMoneyAccount, all these

classes can implement the account interface. Similarly, the stores are of three types and can

implement the Account interface. Let’s have a look at the code for one of the Accounts.

If we are using a specialized Java IDE, there is probably an option to create skeleton classes

automatically for this solution in the File menu. Otherwise, it’s simply created a file named

"SavingsAccount.java"  and  writed  the  following  info  in  it,  this  class  represents  information

common to all savings accounts:

public class SavingsAccount {



// Everything else in the tutorial will be written in this space!

}

Declare  the  class  fields.  At  the  minimum,  you  will  probably  want  to  store  an  account

number, the current balance, a list of account holders, and a record of all transactions on the

account. Writing the following inside the class:

/** The account number.

String accountNumber;

/** The current balance. Never use floats or doubles for currency! There are inaccuracies in

float and double arithmetic.*/

private BigDecimal balance;

/**

* This stores a list of account holder names as a string. An alternative might be to create an

AccountHolder class, and store that here. */

ArrayList<String> accountHolders = new ArrayList<String>();

/** A history of transactions performed upon the account. Again, an alternative would be to

create a Transaction class to hold more information than the amount of the transaction */

private ArrayList<BigDecimal> transactions = new ArrayList<BigDecimal>();

Create a constructor. In most classes, you'll want to overload your constructor; that is, you'll

want to have more than one method for building a new account instance. You can decide for

yourself what sorts of constructors will suit your needs, but at the minimum, there should be a

constructor for creating a new account given an account number and a starting balance, so add

the following method to your class:

/** Create a new account

* @param accountNumber the new account's number

* @param balance the account's start balance

*/

SavingsAccount(String accountNumber, BigDecimal balance) {

this.accountNumber = accountNumber;

this.balance = balance;

}

Create a balance "getter" and a performTransaction method. It  is  standard Object  Oriented

Programming practice to create getters and setters for all  fields in a class.  However,  this  is



inappropriate for the balance field. While you should certainly allow the balance to be viewed,

you do not want arbitrary manipulations to the balance 

boolean performTransaction(BigDecimal amount) {

if (amount.compareTo(BigDecimal.ZERO) == -1) {

// This is a withdraw

if (amount.abs().compareTo(balance) == 1) {

// The withdraw amount is greater than the balance.

return false;

} else {

//  There  is  enough  money  to  cover  the  with-draw.  Modify  the  balance  and  log  the

transaction.

balance = balance.add(amount);

transactions.add(amount);

return true; }

} else 

{  // This is a deposit. Add to the balance and log the transaction.

balance = balance.add(amount);

transactions.add(amount);

return true; } }

This provides your savings account class with the minimum it needs to function, though there

are still enhancements that can be made to it. Account holder and transactions should be their

own classes, rather than simple Strings and BigDecimals, since you might want to store more

information about a transaction than simply the amount involved. This is clear that the complex

implementation will  be done by  account name class himself.  The client will  just  access the

PaymentAccount and ask for money paid for, account money or account balance. How will the

client program access this façade? 

The introduction

There’s  the  balance  log  table  is  used  for  storing  of  the  current  balance  transaction  by

transaction. There whore the account status also balance can be read from this table from any

day or time instance. The database table ACCBALLOGT includes following data of the account

status: id, balance, available balance, date of log event, credit limit.



Create the current account debit message subflow, Use the following instructions to create

the  current  account  debit  message  subflow.  Create  a  new  message  flow  is  the  existing

SCANodesSample  message  flow  project,  create New  >  Message  Flow.  Set Message  Flow

Name to CurrentAccountDebit, click Finish. [SUN Microsystem 2010]

Figure 2 Three tier system architecture. [SUN Microsystem]

Reads current balance and creates a log for yesterday if nothing present. Uses a database query

for making the entry, Questions: Why yesterday’s balance has to be updated? Is the getting

random date balance done with these data?

Concerns: This should never happen, but what happens if patch is not called in e.g. 4 days?

Does  the  log  become  useless  or  does  the  balance-for-random-date  functionality  break?

Someone can for example make a code mistake in job so that the launch always fails. Then it is

recognized too late. Hypothetical is the 24/7 system, but in theory is a possible problem.

Documentation:  2011  dated  technical  specification  document  does  not  handle  this

functionality separately. Patch jobs are handled in general though. Other functions on this class

 When  a  transaction  is  processed,  middle  in  the  process  the  AccountBalanceLog

information is also saved. Here interesting point is that how debit, credit or combo

accounts are handled. Processing starts with same lines of code being executed, then

the processing gets to two tracks and in the end to the database table (ACCBALLOGT) is

saved again in an object of same data class at the end. Possibly this is for saving of

coding work with identical tasks, but we have a concern that data between debit and



credit is not mixed. They are still so far away from each other with different accounts

attached and so on.

General notes

We got  to  know with  account  balances  and the difference between Balance and Available

Balance. Usage of yesterday’s balance triggered some discussion but it did not get 100% clear

why that information is needed really. From the database schema point of view it is good that

Account  has  the  Balance  separately  although  the  same  information  is  logged  in  the

(AccountBalanceLog) table. It is good and logical that the account balance is found in one single

location.

Difference between debit and credit is causing different codes to be done depending on which

of them is in concern. Sometimes the information is ‘hijacked’ to the place of use through a

long function call  hierarchy. The difference is glued to the calls  instead of  that it  would be

stored somewhere with the card information and only read when needed. [Liferay Wiki]

Documentation of card solution:

o Card solution wiki has parts that still are ‘on phase’

  o Card solution other documents also suffer from the same disease: draft is the most

complete state in quite many of them

• Working so far with the card solution.

  o Quite many hidden information pieces needed to build up solution.

o There has been built a guide on that. Available in another document called buildme.txt.

o Should be placed on wiki sometime in future.



The reference payments and their corrections are individual transactions in assembly

language data. 

• Data contains reference 

• Payments paid with an account transfer form 

• Successful and failed debiting transactions of the direct debit service. 

File Structure

The format of the class file is fully described shortly, a class file consisting:

1. Header part. The header contains a magic number, which identifies Java class files, and the

version number of the format of the class file. The header part has a fixed size of 8 bytes.

2. Constant part. The constant part is a variable sized structure that holds all the symbolic

information used in the rest of the file. It is from here that the loader extracts the linking

information and the interpreter fetches the constants used in the byte codes.

3. Class part.  The class part contains information defining the class stored in the file. This

information  are  the  access  flags,  the  references  to  this,  to  super,  to  all  the  interfaces

implemented by the class, the number of fields, the number of methods and an attribute

pool. The attribute pool is a variable sized structure that holds arbitrary additional properties

of the class. The size of the constant part also belongs to the class part1.

4. Field part. The field part is a table of descriptions for all the class and instance variables

defined. Each entry in the table contains the access flags, the name and the type of the field

and an attribute pool similar to the one in the class part.

5. Method part. The method part is a table of descriptions for the initializers, the constructors

and the methods defined. Each description contains the access flags, the name and the type

of the procedure and an attribute pool. The byte code for the procedure is stored in a Code

attribute in the attribute pool. 

For each class, we measured the sizes of these five parts and computed how many percent of

the file they occupy. Table 2 presents the results computed over all the classes and table 8.2

gives the results for the individual programs.[SUN Microsystem]



Figure 3 Summary of the repartition of the five parts of a class [% of the file size]

Sarake1 average stdev median min max
header 0,74 0,81 0,45 0.00 5

constant 61,55 16,51 64,87 0,39 99,23
class 2,55 2,74 1,53 0.00 19,39
field 1,65 3,47 0,84 0.00 48,63

method 33,49 18,62 30,89  0.00 99,54

Table 2 There’s a Summary of the repartition of the five parts of a class [% file size].

The constant part and the method part make up on average 95 percent of the file size. This is

not a surprise, but it is quite interesting to consider that the largest element in a class file is

actually the constant part and not the method part, which contains the byte codes to execute.

The constant part contains primarily the constants used in the byte codes and the symbolic

information necessary to perform dynamic linking and type checking. But the constant part is

accessible from all the other parts of the class file and may hence hold any other constants, as

the discrepancy in the number of CONSTANT_Utf8 items suggested. We divided the entries of

the constant part into three groups:

1. Constant. This group contains the CONSTANT_Integer, CONSTANT_Long, CONSTANT_Float

and CONSTANT_Double as well  as the CONSTANT_String entries, as they are intended to

represent constants used by the bytecodes. The CONSTANT_Utf8 structures referenced by

CONSTANT_String entries belong to this group.

2. Type and link. The CONSTANT_Class, CONSTANT_NameAndType, CONSTANT_Methodref,

CONSTANT_InterfaceMethodref  and  CONSTANT_Fieldref  entries  constitute  the  second



group. They encode the type system and provide the linkage informations; with their help,

the  run-time  sysaverage  tem  performs  type  checking  and  dynamic  linking.  The

CONSTANT_Utf8 entries they reference pertain here.

3. Others. Any parts of the class file may reference the constant part, so there may be

CONSTANT_Utf8s that belong neither to the constants nor to the typing and linking data;

these entries build the third group.

Sun’s java minimizes the size of the constant part by writing every constant once, so we had to

check that the CONSTANT_Utf8 structures were only counted once. In case a CONSTANT_Utf8

structure should turn up in more than one group, it would be added preferentially to the type

and link category. Even though a compiler can define an attribute that references any kind of

CONSTANT structures, we did not ensure that they were actually used as expected. Of all the

attributes defined, and the Exceptions attribute is the only one to reference anything other

than a CONSTANT_Utf8 structure: the Exceptions attribute employs CONSTANT_Class entries to

check  the  type  of  thrown exceptions;  this  usage  conforms to  our  classification.  Albeit  this

repartition appears rather conservative, it gives good practical results.

The file contains one or more batches, and a batch consists of the transactions of a single

account. A batch contains a batch record, transaction record, and a sum-up record at the end of

the batch. Sorting order of the transaction records:

• Invoice’s account / entry date Record length is 90 characters. 

• The records are separated from each other by a record separator.

• Every record ends with a carriage return and line feed character. 

• The length and format of the fields have been defined in the record description. 

• Leading zeros are put in the numeric field. 

• Filling of an alpha numeric field is started at the left side of the field, and if necessary,

the field end is filled with space characters. 

Rebates can be sent from external systems, by using an internal described file (2). Consist of a

file from external party:

Ssn 1   - 11 (ddmmyy-1234) (social security number)

Date 12 - 21   (25.03.2009)

Service code 22 - 24 (nnn)

Rebate. 25 - 29   (05000)50 %



Due date 30 - 39 (25.10.2009)

Spare field 40 - 40  (  )

The banking system processes the file and updates the banks rebate information:

• Information is stored by service codes. New service codes are used for cards created in

the card system. 

• REPLICATED to the bank when created (web service) and the bank need to create the

rebate file to the Card system by using card number and other needed information. 

• Rebate file   Bank < ---- > Card system.

The card system receives the rebate file: Updates the Card system database (6) with rebates,

and the bank system using a service (web Service) (7).   Function will also be used when a user

makes a rebate in the Card system.

A forced system failure is induced to test a backup recovery procedure for file integrity.

Inaccurate data are entered to see how the system responds in terms of error detection and

protection. Related to file integrity is a test to demonstrate that data and programs are secure

from unauthorized access. Usability Documentation & Procedure: The usability test verifies the

user-friendly  nature  of  the  system.  This  relates  to  normal  operating  and  error-handling

procedures. 

Proper  documentation  is  must  for  mainframe  of  any  software.  Apart  from  in-  line

documentation  while  coding.  Help  coding,  help  files  corresponding  to  each  program  were

prepared so as to tackle the person-dependency of the existing system. 



Conclusion  and Future Scope of Improvement 

The Banking Online System is a big and ambitious project. I am thankful for being provided this

great opportunity to work on it. As already mentioned, this project has gone through extensive

research  work  and  evaluation  processes.  On  the  basis  of  the  research  work,  we  have

successfully designed and implemented banking online card System with the Liferay banking

solution.  This  system is  based upon 3-tier client server  architecture.     The regulatory  and

taxation issues of Internet banking present formidable problems and the paper attempts to get

an insight into these two important issues. The Internet banking project now wants to integrate

an ethnographic approach with flexible systems methodology to focus on the communication

design issues for web-portals specifically devoted to consumers. The specific research questions

are under this study project has been in my mind for future research work: 

• What are the major information design features for Finland and Scandinavian countries

today and in future? 

◦ What are the major communication media tools to be used for banking websites in

Finland? 

◦ What  are  the  modes  employed  to  transcend  communication  and  cost  barriers  for

specific user groups? 

• What local language solutions are to be provided and through which media?

•  What non-textual solutions can be provided for the under-educated, untrained user? 

• What  makes  Internet  banking  relevant  for  the  no  served  communities?  What  is

customers’ perception about Internet banking? 

• What are the factors that result in the perception of the e-banking?

• How can these factors are evaluated for current banking service? 

• What ways and means to be followed for increasing the usage of Internet banking in

Finland and all around in Europe?

Under this study has been also for future development work in high-knowledge organizations

and  companies.  There’s  commonly  a  problem  with  the  information  flow.  It  is  a  common

problem in SW development and also in IT technology companies in Finland, but also in the

financial markets solutions, and especially the high-knowledge sector companies. There it’s just

today as a known problem generally, but not so easy to solve problem. This is a leadership and



peoples management problem for companies. The leadership of high technology companies

needed for much more resources and new education for business management.

Several tasks were set for this investigate for back office banking with a portal Liferay solution

technology. In what follows has been discussed is how well these tasks were achieved, what

problems and limitations of Liferay were encountered during the case of investigate, and how

useful the reverse engineering techniques of Liferay solution were in practice.

Result of the core banking portal investigate case 

Internet platform will be renewed for portal services or cloud services. The Liferay environment

is only one solution for future finance services. The future of the Internet to research in Finland

invests  heavily.  ICT  competence  center  The  World  Wide  Web  Consortium  (W3C)  is  an

international community that develops open standards to ensure the long-term growth of the

Web. There’s launched a year ago, the Future Internet research program, whose first results are

more than encouraging. Internet users and traffic volumes are exploding. Security Guide at the

same time is used more and more critical tasks, and also often in mobile environment.

Some forty years ago, designed for the Internet technology platform is already in need of

reform. A year ago, companies and research institutions joined forces with the developers of

the future Internet requirements and characteristics. 

Internet has been created for a different task. Internet was originally conceived in the 70s to

support the research of information exchange and networking between researchers and trusted

developers. Network users were familiar with each other and all the transport and exchange of

information were necessary and desirable.

Today the web is part of the modern information society. The network is vast, and users have

different estimates, billions. In addition, in the future most of them use the Internet for mobile

wireless networks.

There are new uses for internet being developed, but currently there’s no way to use the

Internet just right way. There’s is no longer able fully to meet the demands, but it has to be

more and more to correct if some problems occur. The fall of internet, has been discussed for a

long time, and a variety of reasons have been suggested but there is always invented ways to

circumvent the problems. They may have been circumvented, or reducing their negative impact

for internet  users.  Soon,  however,  we are in a situation where the basic  Internet technical



architecture  requires  a  proper  renovation.  Below  is  a  list  of  current  Internet  the  biggest

problems and challenges of future.

Internet biggest problems:

 Undesirable traffic,

 Routing System choking,

 Mobility management and multi-network interfaces, gaps,

 Underdeveloped market mechanisms for traffic and resource management,

 Right to Privacy and the limits of accountability,

 Trust and reputation management deficiencies.

Challenges:

 Information Networking,

 Availability and usage,

 Internet socio-economics,

 Autonomy and fault tolerance,

 Energy,

 New bottlenecks.

Future of Internet portal service’s development have already been widely recognized around

the world and in Finland it has been selected as a priority in the spring of year 2009, launched

the IT sector's strategic center. Future Internet research program was started less than a couple

of years ago. There was as one of the IT cluster’s research work main mode of the first projects.

The program's main objective to improve the future of the Internet and technology needed to

remove the final obstacles to a more flexible and efficient solution for the road. The aim was

also to create a more transparent criteria, and by more powerful applications and solutions for

imports. 

There was the aim of the research topic is  to develop a contrast  to the current for the

Internet, which is based on the idea that knowledge is always a physical computer. For example,

when the user wants to see this day coming week, the weather, to keep Game to give the

server address (Domain Name Server, DNS name or IP address), which must be retrieved from

the  weather.   In  the  future,  the  user  can  simply  ask  the  browser  to  weathering  and  the

information is sought from the place where it can best be obtained. Weather may even be a

combination of several different sources.
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